


Economics - The economics and reliability of prebuild apartment sales are questioned by wise buyers.  
There has already been a failure by the Gupta group at a different location.  If the recession continues, or 
a credit crisis causes an interest rate rise, there will be bankruptcies and failures, it has happened before.


There are also specific issues about the two developments now under study:


Salz - This development appears to have a street outlet at the traffic light leading from the Centerpoint 
mall.  This would be reasonable except that it is already too busy for traffic to turn easily at peak times.  
With more auto and pedestrian traffic at that point, this would become more difficult.


The density is high (FSI = 8.4).  Also, the Salz proposal does not have any information about parking, 
public amenities, and other relevant matters.


Mizrahi - This one is even worse.  Its outlet to Steeles Ave is somewhere near Tangreen Court.  There is 
no traffic light there.  Moreover, it is not allowed to put a traffic light there:  When my condo association 
(YCC 366, 10 Tangreen Court) asked about putting a traffic light at Tangreen Court, they were told by the 
city of Toronto that this could not be done because a light there would be too close to the light at the 
Centerpoint mall, causing too much disruption between the traffic waiting at the two lights.


Bear in mind that the Steeles Avenue road allowance is entirely within the city of Toronto, meaning that 
traffic control on Steeles Avenue is apparently regulated by Toronto, not Vaughan or York Region.


With no traffic light, it would be difficult and unsafe for traffic turning left in or out of the property.  Also, 
there would be a temptation for pedestrians to jaywalk dangerously across Steeles Ave to reach the bus 
stop at Tangreen Court.


Also, there is a lack of parking.  On the sign in front of the Mizrahi property it says that there will be 2080 
apartments but only 876 resident car parking spaces.  With no rapid transit service there should be one 
space for every apartment.


Again, density is high and there are no public amenities shown.


In conclusion, these proposals should be rejected.  These developments would severely impact 
the neighbourhood, and would be unsatisfactory for their future residents.


Yours truly


Stephen Clodman


